Organic Earth and Vibrant Sea – these inspiring themes are at the core of our Discover Nature spa philosophy.
They provide a unique approach to health and wellness by combining the healing principles of the East
and West and integrating them with the 50 years of skincare experience of Thalgo, the undisputed

expert in Marine Intelligence. A team of beauty therapists with the aid of our resident Ayurvedic doctor,

Chinese medicine consultant and yoga instructor harmonise your energies as you move through a voyage
of self-discovery and holistic renewal. The Spa caters to your every whim and desire.

Our Philosophy
Discover Nature
Commune with nature as you wander through the lush landscape
on a winding pebble path on your way to rediscover inner peace
at The Spa.

Relax and let the journey begin…

Signature
Experiences

The Sun Siyam Signature
Essence of Massages

Iru Fushi Dreaming

Scrub, Massage, Mini Facial

Gentle Scrub, Massage, Stretch Mark Healing
A specially designed treatment for women during and after

Spoil yourself with our signature massage, a luxurious
through the healing principles of East and West. This royal
journey stands out amongst our therapies with its special

Complete Pregnancy Care

lemon, green mandarin, grapefruit, lemon petitgrain,
Pampering starts with a gentle marine salt exfoliation,

essences of different healing traditions. Blissful relaxation.

Holistic Rejuvenation

Herbal Oil Massage, Ayurvedic Facial

Exception Ultimate Time Solution Ritual
Anti-ageing, Body and Face Care

A Thalgo signature, the Ultimate Time Solution Ritual starts

Ultimate De-stress

Warm Bamboo, Deep Massage, Cleansing

a technological feat, concentrates 200 times its weight

the perfect end to the ultimate pampering experience.

Chocolate Delight

Couples/Single
Scrub, Bath, Massage, Moisturising

Honeymoon Escape

Couples
Foot Flower Bath, Body Exfoliation, Bath, Drinks,
Massage, Mini Facial

Signature Spa Journeys
by Thalgo

This enchanting experience incorporates our most luxurious
Unique sensory journeys to the hearts of the oceans.
Experiences suspended in time. Moments of pure bliss
and absolute serenity for the body and mind...

POLYNESIA
Vinotherapy

Couples/Single
Scrub, Mask, Bath, Drinks, Massage

Then, indulge in a deeply relaxing massage of your choice,

Vinotherapy products are created from grape remains from

Romance at Iru Fushi

Couples
Massage, Bath, Drink, Mini Facial
You will enter into a perfect state of relaxation, ready to lie
to luxurious Aromatherapy, Balinese or Swedish massages.

Stopover in Tahaa, the Vanilla Island:
Exotic Island Body Scrub

Stopover in Raiatea, the Sacred Island:
Polynesia Sacred Oil

Stopover in Bora Bora, the White Sand Island:
Mahana Massage and Tuiponos
To continue the journey at home:

INDOCÉANE

TERRE & MER

Blissful dreams on a Far Eastern journey

An organic Mediterranean escapade
Indian stopover, tranquillity on the sacred Ganges:
Sacred Ayurvedic Massage

Relaxing Massage with organic lavender,
a head-to-toe delight...

that relaxes from head to toe.

powerful feeling of serenity.

Organic Facial, cleanse with purity and rest your skin...

Sweet & Savoury Scrub

Chinese stopover, the temple of beauty:
Silky Smooth Body Wrap

Egyptian stopover, relax on the Nile:
Precious Milk Bath Effervescent Sugars

To continue the journey at home:

therapists heal all your stress and discomforts. A gentle
all your tension as it soothes the senses.

including green algae from the ocean, enrich this journey
and offer softness, hydration, nourishment, protection
and regeneration. The organic ingredients will completely

with organic juniper wood

at cosmetics.ecocert.com

SEA & SENSES
An invitation to sleep with hot and cold stones
A deeply relaxing treatment with hot and cold stones.

Volcanic & Marine Massage

the stimulating thrill of marine stones, and experience a
succession of experiences that fuse into a long moment

a cold astringent action, stimulating exchanges, increasing
tissue oxygenation and heightening the sensorial effects

you to a state of deep relaxation. Stones and essential

Volcanic & Marine Facial
Prelude with Hot Volcanic Stones

effects.

Heart of the Ocean Ritual by Thalgo

Facial

Therapies

All Thalgo facials begin with the wonderful
‘Eveil à la Mer’ massage to ease tension.

Beauty Revealing Ritual, Marine Softness Ritual,
Intense Nutrition Ritual and Pure Freshness Ritual.

Beauty Revealing Ritual

Pure Freshness Ritual

Hot & Cold Stones Relaxing Facial by Thalgo

deep cleansing for a perfect glow. Thalgodermyl Extracts,
The facial starts with the placement of hot stones, followed
and glowing.

Terre & Mer Organic Facial by Thalgo

Intense Nutrition Ritual

with hot and cold stones.

Brightening Clear Expert Facial by Thalgo
Expert
translucency,

Marine Softness Ritual

Intense Nutrition Ritual

Re-balancing Anti-bacterial Facial by Thalgo
with a luminous complexion.

Eye Expert Treatment by Thalgo
are released with gentle, purifying warmth, which drains

and hyaluronic acid smooth and plump your eye contour,

Eye Touch by Thalgo
Add-On

Anti-ageing
Facial Therapies by Thalgo

Dare to defy time!

Hyaluronic Smooth & Filler Facial

Deep Wrinkles 30+ Years, Smoothing, Filling

Exception Ultimate Time Solution Facial

omplete Anti-ageing Facial Ideal for Women and Men,
Regenerating

Pure Collagen Smoothing Facial, Hyaluronic Smooth
and Filler Facial, Silicium Super-Lift Facial, and Exception
Ultimate Time Solution Facial.

Pure Collagen Smoothing Facial
First Wrinkles 25+ Years, Smoothing

Silicium Super-Lift Facial

a technological feat, concentrates 200 times its weight in
,

Deeper Wrinkles 40+ Years, Firming, Filling, Lifting

Anti-ageing Courses by Thalgo

smoothed and erased.

Marine Prelude by Thalgo
Scrub, Wrap

Marine Salt Scrub by Thalgo
Scrub

Exotic Island Scrub by Thalgo
Scrub

freshness.
easier to eliminate. An ideal prelude to additional treatments,

Purifying Exfoliation by Thalgo

an instant exotic getaway.

Scrub

Scrub

during the wrap enhances the experience.

Marine Algae Body Treatment by Thalgo
Scrub, Wrap

prepared for any treatment product.

Aromatic Coffee Scrub
Scrub

Hot Stones Exfoliation by Thalgo
Scrub

A soothing scalp massage is performed during the wrap.

Fruity Blast
Scrub, Wrap

Scrub & Back Massage

Coconut Glow

Body
Therapies

Scrub

a soothing scalp massage is performed.
This natural healing is completed with the application of
a hydrating sweet orange moisturiser.

feels sensational to the touch. The relaxing citrus fragrance
(lemon, green mandarin, grapefruit, lemon petitgrain,
and indulgent sensation of this purifying treatment.

Traditional Javanese Lulur
Scrub & Full Body Massage

Aromaceane Treatment by Thalgo
Wrap, Full-Body Massage

Integrative
Slimming Treatments by Thalgo

application of rich, creamy yoghurt. Then, a relaxing Balinese

a soothing scalp massage whilst the wrap is on, and

refreshed and radiant at the end of this pure pampering
experience.

massage.

Silky Smooth Wrap by Thalgo

After-Sun Face & Body Treatment

Sunny Side Up

Wrap & Back Massage

during this treatment, ensuring you are perfectly relaxed.

day in the sun.

body-form excellence that adapts to your needs
for immediate visible results that last. Innovative
technologies such as Oxy Active and Sculpt Active
stop the cellulite generation process; reverse loss of
of deep fat through tissue
oxygenation; and triple the reduction in adipocyte
hypertrophy. A deep tensing of all the layers stops
adipose expansion.

High Precision Shaping Treatment

a

Perfect Sculpt Massage

Frigi Anti-Cellulite
An excellent cold wrap that treats cellulite and eliminates

Massage
Therapies

performed during the wrap.

Slimming Courses

Anti-cellulite Treatment Course

Jetlag Relieving Ritual
Medium Pressure

and correct cellulite dimpling.

High Precision Shaping Course
Precision Shaping Treatment and the Perfect Sculpt
these effects.

All Pressures
A personalised massage created especially for you.

Aromatherapy Massage
Mild Pressure

Mild Pressure

Iru Power Pack Deep Massage
Deeper

Revitalising Foot Therapy
Deep Pressure

The ultimate pampering experience, wherein the warm

muscular massage starts with a special oil renowned for its

at cosmetics.ecocert.com

Traditional Balinese

is designed for those who enjoy deep pressure, we can

Back & Shoulder

Japanese Shiatsu

The treatment focuses on tight and stressed muscles in

Deep, No Oil

All Pressures

Medium Pressure

Hands Refresher
Medium Pressure
same time.

Classic Swedish
Deep

Traditional Thai

Deep with Stretching, No Oil

of your palms and a massage of your arms, upper arms,

Healing Scalp

All Pressures, With or Without Oil
internal energies, resulting in an extraordinary sense of

Hot & Cold Stone Massage by Thalgo
Medium Pressure

Slow down and unwind.

Couples Massage Lesson by Spa Trainer

stimulating thrill of marine stones, a succession of experiences

of ultimate calm. The complete immersion into a state of
educational experience.

Spa Packages
& Spa Days

healing surroundings of a spa dedicated to wellness
and recharging...

Let the journey continue

6:00-6:20

Meditation

6:30-7:00

Pranayama

7:00-8:00

Yoga Postures

10:30-10:50

Steam Bath

11:00-11:30

Detox Body Scrub

11:30-12:30

Marma Massage

15:30-17:00

Shirodhara

17:30- 18:00

Yoga

18.15- 18.45

Steam Bath & Bath Ceremony

Stay with us a little longer. Take a deep breath, relax and spoil yourself further at a special price.

Three days – Tranquil Spa Package
results in calmness and relaxation and increases willpower

Five days – Pampering Spa Package

A diet plan runs in conjunction with the gentle exercise of
If you are interested in a longer course, please let us know;
our consultants will design one for you.

Seven days – Absolute Relaxation Package

Ayurvedic

Ayurvedic Consultation

Therapies
to your dosha, medical conditions and personal needs,
customising your spa journey and putting you on the path

Whether you are here to detoxify, energise or heal
your soul, our Ayurvedic therapies offer solutions for
overcoming obstacles and discovering within yourself
methods for renewal. All roads lead to one common

Herbal Oil Massage

This massage therapy is soothing and gentle, causing your

Ayur Shakti

Four-Hands Massage

synchronised experience that is more than a massage.

and in harmony with your constitutional dosha, to stimulate

Shirodhara

Continuous Warm Oil Stream Over Third Eye and
Hairline, Full-body Herbal Oil Massage

Njavara Kizhi Poultice Massage

Medicated Rice Bundle Massage in Milk Decoction

Pizhichil

Oil Bath Massage

while simultaneously applying a soothing touch with the
treats joint pain, rheumatism and fatigue.

consciousness. Shirodhara helps to heal insomnia, headaches

Sthanika Vasti

Localised treatment for Lower Back, Cervical Area
and Knee Joints
Powder Rub, Steam Bath

price for the course.

Marma Massage

on one of these three areas, the treatment starts with a

Massage with the Feet

areas, ultimately reducing pain and stress. This treatment

Shiro Abhyanga

Indian Head, Neck, Shoulder and Face Massage
sense of calm and inner health.

Kizhi Poultice Massage

Ksheera Dhara

Medicated Milk Stream, Full-Body Herbal Oil Massage

Bundle Massage in Herbal Oil

Nasyam
and eyestrain.

Nasal Purge
A cleansing treatment for the respiratory channels that inserts

aches, joint pain, osteoarthritis and sports injuries.

Ayurvedic
Rituals

All Ayurvedic Rituals include a consultation with our
resident Ayurvedic doctor, who will personalise the
selection of oils and herbs based on his diagnosis
of your constitutional dosha type.

Rasayana Arogya

Nidra

Sleep Well Package

Prushta Hara
Heal Back Pain

of insomnia, anxiety, tension, headaches and lethargy.

Rejuvenation & Detox Packages
dosha type and choose appropriate oils. Our yoga guru

Swaasthya Rakshanam

mind and soul.

Three Days – Rasayana Package
Consultation with Ayurvedic Doctor

Preventive Care

Sundari

Skin & Beauty Care

enhancing our sensory organs to maintain optimum health.
Such procedures were practiced as a part of the daily routine

Seven Days – Rasayana Package
Consultation with Ayurvedic Doctor

(medicated fume inhalation, which heals sinusitis and

Custom-made for you after your consultation with the
Ayurvedic doctor. Special prices.

Wellness Classes

Yoga, Pranayama, Meditation, Pilates, Tai Chi

Traditional

meditation, Pilates and tai chi. All are performed mindfully,

Chinese Medicine

willpower, greater concentration, increased discipline,

different practices, including acupuncture, cupping,
philosophy of Taoism and dates back more than 500
years. At The Spa, we invite you to immerse yourself
in the secret wisdom of these healing arts and embark
on a journey of renewal and regeneration.

Acupuncture

and mental stress.

Cupping Therapy

Cupping Training Session
Gua Sha

Tui Na Massage
Add-On

is applied to acupoints, meridians and groups of muscles or

Moxibustion
Add-On

Seven-treatment Package

Traditional

Maldivian Treatments

The ancient wisdom of local Divehi medicine, known as
‘Dhivehi beys verikan’, is yours to discover here at The
Spa. Practiced by islanders over the centuries, traditional
herbalism and age-old bodywork techniques connect you
to the local atoll way of life. Part of the proceeds from
each traditional Maldivian treatment is used for charity
purposes, helping to support island community initiatives.

Maruhabaa...Maldivian Sensations

Coconut Scrub, Coconut Milk Bath, Coconut Oil Massage

Bird’s Nest

Bondithaan Kurun

Herbal Bundle Massage

Kandu Dhon-Veli

Sea Sand & Ocean Water Exfoliation, Coconut
Oil Massage

Especially

Vitality Body Care

for Men
while the soothing sounds of the sea, just metres away,
ease the mind.

Umbuliveyo Banun

Herbal Paste Banana Leaf Wrap, Oil Stream
Head Massage, Herbal Body Massage

Please note that we might not be able offer Kandu Dhon-Veli on
the beach pavilion during windy and rainy weather conditions.

A unique range of masculine therapeutic treatments
from Thalgo, each crafted to heal stress and promote
physical and mental wellness.

Ocean Facial by Thalgo

During these times, we will perform the treatment in our spa suite.

immediate, and your complexion is left clear and fresh.

Energy Scrub

you will enjoy a stimulating head massage is performed with

your cocoon and into the nurturing hands of our therapists,

freshness.

Revive Back treatment

foot massage.

Stress Remedy

head, shoulder, hand and foot massage will wash away
any remaining anxieties.

Finishing

Sea Shore
Spa

Touches
Fish Spa Therapy

Complete Spa Pedicure

Hair Spa

Peaceful open-air spa treatments on the shores
of the Indian Ocean.

a foot cleansing ritual, which includes a massage from calf

palm trees. Surrender yourself to total calm and peace.

Other Hair Services

added for an additional cost.

Complete Spa Manicure
Enjoy this luxurious manicure that cleans and nourishes
the nails are shaped and a nourishing softener is massaged

Express Manicure
Express Pedicure
Hair Stylist’s Head Massage

information, please contact The Spa on extension 189.
Please note that Sea Shore Spa treatments may not be
available during windy and rainy weather conditions.

Sweet Pea
Spa
Little people love pampering, too! The Spa treatments
for young guests, from three to 12 years old, include gentle

information, please contact The Spa on extension 189.

How

to Spa

Hours of Operation & Location

Spa Etiquette

Facilities

Charges
All treatments will be charged to your villa and will appear on

hydrotherapy area, including steam, sauna and plunge pools,
to all spa guests.

Reservations

for lost or damaged personal items.

service charge and applicable government taxes.

Cancellations Policy
Precautions

is happy to show you around and assist you in choosing
treatments. Or you can contact The Spa on extension 189,

your account at checkout. All prices are in USD, inclusive of 10%

Please allow at least 12 hours notice for cancellations to

shorten the length of your treatment in order to respect

Arrival
small children.

treatments.

www.thesunsiyam.com

